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Abstract:
Background: Various population and hospital based studies have been conducted till now to estimate the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in urban areas, but there is paucity in the literature regarding the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in rural area. With above context, a rural hospital based cross sectional study is designed to find out prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in rural area.

Aim: To determine the Prevalence of diabetic retinopathy among diabetics visiting rural hospital.

Setting & Design Rural Hospital based Prospective, Cross-sectional, observational study is done at tertiary eye care centre.

Material & Method: All diabetic patients who came to the OPD during this period were considered for the study. Every patient underwent a complete ocular examination including visual acuity, anterior segment and fundus examination by an attending Ophthalmologist and grading of diabetic retinopathy noted down.

Results: Prevalence of diabetic retinopathy was 25.5% (51/200). Most of the cases were of non-proliferative DR (21.50%) and 4% patients were having proliferative diabetic retinopathy

Conclusion: In our study, there is no general awareness of diabetic retinopathy amongst majority of diabetic patients. Therefore, there is a very much need for awareness and also provision of access to screening services to the patient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diabetic retinopathy is a potentially blinding complication of diabetes mellitus. Reasons for loss of vision are diabetic maculopathy and complications of proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) such as vitreous haemorrhage, tractional retinal detachment, and neovascular glaucoma. By 2030 developing countries will face an increase by 69% and industrialized countries by 20% of the number of patients with diabetes compared to 2010.

Diabetic retinopathy is the most common microvascular complication of diabetes mellitus and affects between 3%-4% of people, while the relative risk for developing diabetic retinopathy is higher in type 1 diabetes compared to type 2. Diabetes mellitus is responsible for about 15% of all cases of legal blindness (best corrected visual acuity less than 0.02). It is the main cause of blindness within the working-age population in industrialized nations.

While retinal changes are rarely seen in patients with type 1 diabetes before adolescence, about one third of patients have signs of diabetic retinopathy at time of initial diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. The risk of PDR is higher in type 1 diabetes than in type 2, while diabetic macular edema is more commonly found in type 2 diabetes (prevalence after 15 years of disease: type 1 vs type 2 = 15% vs 25%).

The prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in India varies from study to study. Raman R et al reported the prevalence of 18% in diabetic population, whereas Agrawal RP et al reported a prevalence of 28.9% in type 2 diabetic population. Although various population and hospital based studies have
been conducted to estimate the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in urban areas, there is paucity in the literature regarding the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in rural area. With above context, a rural hospital based cross sectional study is designed to find out prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in rural area.

Hence the present study was done at our tertiary care centre to assess the knowledge and attitude of the general population residing in rural areas regarding diabetes mellitus and diabetic retinopathy with an aim to create awareness and understand the shortcomings in such programs.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is Prospective, cross-sectional, observational study done at tertiary care centre in rural area during usual clinical practice from 1 January 2016 to 30 June 2017. The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee and followed the tenets of Declaration of Helsinki. A total of 200 patients were included.

Inclusion criteria in this study were a) Patients of all age groups having diabetes mellitus. b) Newly diagnosed diabetic patients. c) Includes both male and females. Exclusion Criteria were - a) Patients who do not have diabetes mellitus. b) Patients having dense cataract and hazy media, whose fundii cannot be examined. c) Patients with history of exposure to radiation, hypertensive retinopathy without diabetes, sickle cell disease and pheochromocytoma as these conditions can mimic fundus features with diabetic retinopathy. d) Noncompliant patients. e) Immuno-compromised patients. f) Patients having severe ocular infections.

CASE REPORT FORMS / PROFORMA: Standardized format of case report forms (CRF) (proforma) was used to document the patient’s data during the course of the study. The investigator ensured that all data are entered promptly, legibly, completely and accurately. The CRF along with their respective lab reports were recorded.

All diabetic patients who came to the OPD during this period were considered for the study. Informed consent was taken. Detailed clinical history was taken and ocular examination was done. After exclusion criteria were applied as mentioned above, the selected subjects were given a case report form which was approved by the ethics committee. The case report form was filled after a thorough interview.

All participants were asked about their age, sex, address, religion, educational attainment. Risk factors for diabetic retinopathy and vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy (haemoglobin A1c, duration of diabetes, insulin use, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, addiction history and history of end organ diseases) were examined. Haemoglobin A1c, duration of diabetes, and systolic and diastolic blood pressure were used as continuous variables. Prior history of CVD was ascertained by self-report of coronary heart disease, angina, myocardial infarction, stroke, or congestive heart failure. We considered adherence to treatment indirectly as subjects taking >90% of the prescribed doses from the last visit.

Every patient underwent a complete ocular examination including visual acuity, anterior segment evaluation and fundus by an attending Ophthalmologist. Examination of posterior segment was done with the indirect ophthalmoscopy and slit lamp (78D or 90D) direct ophthalmoscopy and grading of diabetic retinopathy if any were noted according to the ETDRS guidelines.

III. RESULTS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantitative data is presented with the help of Mean and Standard deviation. Qualitative data is presented with the help of frequency and percentage table. Association among the study groups is assessed with the help of Chi-square test. ‘p’ value less than 0.05 is taken as significant.

Pearson’s chi-squared test

\[ \chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{O_i - E_i}{E_i} \right)^2 \]

Where \( \chi^2 \) = Pearson's cumulative test statistic.

\( O_i \) = an observed frequency;
\( E_i \) = an expected frequency, asserted by the null hypothesis;

\( n \) = the number of cells in the table.

Results were graphically represented where deemed necessary.

Appropriate statistical software, including but not restricted to MS Excel, SPSS ver. 20 will be used for statistical analysis. Graphical representation will be done in MS Excel 2010.

A rural hospital based study was done at our tertiary care centre to assess the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in patients with diabetes mellitus. Mean age of the diabetics in our study was 50.47±11.601 years. Most of the diabetics were of age group 51 to 60 years (34.5%) followed by 61 to 70 years (28.5%). (Figure 1.) Diabetics of age group 21 to 30 years and 71 to 75 years were less in number. Significant association was found between age and DR.

Figure 1: Association between Age and DR

68.5% patients had no knowledge that diabetes affects vision in complicated cases. (Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge that diabetes affects vision</th>
<th>No of patients</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>68.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution of subjects according to knowledge of patients that diabetes affects vision.
Most of the patients were male by gender (52%) and rest (48%) were females. No significant association was found between gender and DR. Almost equal number of males are suffering from DR as compared to affected females.

59.5% were hypertensive in our study which was prevalence of hypertensive with diabetes in our study. Significant association was found that most of the hypertensive patients in our study suffered from DR (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity of DR</th>
<th>No of patients (149)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild NPDR (21)</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate NPDR</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe NPDR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferative DR</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinically significant macular edema</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Prevalence of Diabetic retinopathy amongst diabetics

A rural hospital based study was done at our tertiary care centre to assess the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in patients with diabetes mellitus.

Significant association was found between age and DR. Most of the diabetics were in the age group of 51 to 60 years (34.5%) followed by 61 to 70 years (28.5%). Diabetics of age group 21 to 30 years and 71 to 75 years were less in number. Most of the patients were male by gender 52% and rest 48% were females.

Shetgar AC et al study assessing the awareness of diabetic retinopathy in individuals with type 2 diabetes mellitus found study group comprised of 80 males and 70 females. Patients were aged between 40 and 83 years with the mean age being 61.5 years. All individuals were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Sheth NR et al study assessing the awareness about diabetes mellitus and diabetic retinopathy in patients with diabetes mellitus had 42% females and 58% males. Mean age was 58.5 years and age range was 40 to 71 years.

68.5% patients in our study had no knowledge that diabetes affects vision in complicated cases. Shetgar AC et al study assessing the awareness of diabetic retinopathy in individuals with type 2 diabetes mellitus observed of the 150 patients, 68 (45.3%) were aware of Diabetic Retinopathy compared to 82(54.6%) who were not.

Kiran D et al studying the awareness and knowledge of diabetic retinopathy among diabetic patients reported 37.4% had heard about the eye complications of diabetes and 62.6% never heard about it. Out of 37.4% only 24.9% knew the relationship between diabetes and diabetic eye disease; 29.5% had heard that vision can be affected due to high blood sugar levels.

Significant association was found that most of the hypertensive patients in our study suffered from DR. 59.50% were hypertensive patients in our study. Shrote AP et al cross-sectional study reported Hypertension was significantly associated with presence of DR (p=0.45). There was no association found with progression of DR. 64% non-DR and 50% DR patients had hypertension. Antihypertensive therapy taken by earlier diagnosed hypertensive diabetics may have caused shift from recently uncontrolled to normal blood pressure levels, thus preventing or delaying effects on retinal capillary endothelial cells, which may explain why more hypertensive diabetic patients did not suffer from DR in comparison to those who did suffer. Another related possible mechanism by which hypertension may cause DR is through VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor), but if the patient

**Prevalence of Diabetic Retinopathy**

- **25.50%** of patients had diabetic retinopathy (DR).
- **74.50%** of patients did not have diabetic retinopathy (No DR).

**Figure 2: Prevalence of diabetic retinopathy amongst diabetics**
is on anti-VEGF for prevention of systemic complications, the chances of the diabetic hypertensive patient suffering from DR may reduce up to a certain extent.

There was significant association found between prevalence of diabetic retinopathy and duration of diabetes. Alam M et al study to know the effect of duration of diabetes on severity of diabetic retinopathy reported in group-A 185 (86.04%) patients had normal fundi and 24 (11.16%) had NPDR and 6 (2.79%) had PDR. In Group-B 39 (33.33%) had normal fundi, 46 (39.31%) had NPDR and 32 (27.35%) had PDR. In group C no patient had normal fundi, 15 (39.47%) had NPDR and 23 (60.52%) had PDR.

Shrote AP et al cross-sectional study found Retinopathy was prevalent in type 2 diabetes compared with those of type 1 (84% vs. 2% for NPDR; and 14% vs. 0% for PDR), majority fortunately being mild to moderate NPDR cases and a few diabetics unfortunately diagnosed to have PDR.

Most of the cases of DR in our study were having diabetes for >10 years duration and significant association was found. Most of the cases were of non-proliferative DR and were having >10 years’ duration of diabetes mellitus (68.5%) and 17.6% had proliferative diabetic retinopathy with diabetes duration of more than 10 years. 37.2% cases had moderate NPDR with a diabetes duration of >10 years. Baba D et al study estimating the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy and to determine the correlation of systemic risk factors with retinopathy observed a strong association between the duration of diabetes and the onset of retinopathy. 56.3% acquired retinopathy in the first 5 years after diagnosis.

According to severity prevalence of diabetic retinopathy was 25.5% (51/200). Jenchitr W et al study to determine the prevalence and severity of diabetic retinopathy reported prevalence of the background or non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (BDR or NPDR) was 18.9% and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) was 3% in all age groups. For the relationship of the duration of diabetes, it showed that the longer the duration of diabetes the higher the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy. In NPDR, the retinopathy varied from 13.11 to 22.91% in persons having diabetes for less than 10 years and up to 42.86% in those with diabetes for up to 20 years. In the PDR group, the prevalence was 2.15 to 2.42% in persons with diabetes for less than 10 years and up to 10.20% for those with diabetes for up to 20 years.

V. CONCLUSION

In our study, there is no general awareness of diabetic retinopathy amongst majority of diabetic patients. Therefore, there is a very much need for awareness and also provision of access to screening services to the patient. Comprehensive and aggressive awareness is very much required to educate diabetic patients on diabetic retinopathy. Creation of awareness is therefore very necessary as one of the first steps in any program which aims at reducing Diabetic Retinopathy. This can only be achieved if people with diabetes have the proper information, awareness and tools to make changes based on best practice.
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